Let’s Talk Dr Courses
The International FRCS Blitz course

A Pre-recorded course covering Basic Sciences, Paeds and Hands, Adult Pathology,
Trauma and Clinical cases (short and intermediate) which you can work through in
your own time covering all previous exam questions for the VIVAs and clinicals (and
model answers, telling you exactly how to score a 6, 7 or 8.

The FRCS Blitz Course

The flagship “finishing course” for the part 2 FRCS exam. This is a live course, previously face to face but (due to COVID restrictions) now online. It is taught personally by
Dr Rishi throughout. Pass rates are unrivalled for any FRCS course worldwide at 95%
for trainees and non-trainees with universally great feedback.

The Syllabus Course

A Pre-recorded 35-week course, covering the KNOWLEDGE component of the FRCS
exam. It is lecture based, delivered by Dr Rishi and numerous worldwide specialist
consultant educators, all experts in their field and FRCS teaching and comprehensive, covering all your knowledge needs for parts 1 and 2. It also consists of access
to a personalised education portal and weekly MCQ tests and end of course mock
exam.

The FRCS Video series

Have you ever had the knowledge but struggle to articulate it for the exam. These videos give you a bite size, easily digestible way of answering every FRCS question and are
complimentary to the other courses. They have received fantastic feedback, giving you
the exact wording for the exam and are ideal for both parts 1 and 2.

The Tips and Tricks Course

Dr Rishi is known for being the king of technique and this is an area that a number of
candidates really struggle with but is so vital as part 2 of the FRCS is 80% on technique and application of knowledge.
This course breaks down the myths covering every possible technique and showing
you how to master the exam. It is the perfect preparation for the Blitz course

The VIVA course

Online or face to face mock exam with high volume of questions exactly replicating
the exam. Fantastic dynamic faculty examining all aspects of the VIVA and clinical.
1 : 1 ratio student : examiner with unparalleled feedback giving you the best possible
preparation for the big day.
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